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The conquest of the Kanaans in Joshua's book is one of the most difficult passages in the Bible for modern readers. It is also one that we are usually not equipped to understand at first glance. Most readers believe that God has instructed his people to annihilate the entire nation of Canaanite men, women and children.
However, a deeper reading shows that the causes of conquest were more complex, the scale of destruction was smaller, and God's mercy was present throughout. We are at the end of a three-part series on violence in the Bible. First, we looked at the flooding. In the second part, we examined God's command to
Abraham to sacrifice his son Isaac. Now we are adjoining the Israeli invasion of Kanan, found in the book of Joshua. Let's start with what's hard about this story. Even a cursory reading of Joshua can provoke questions that leave us confused, angry, and perhaps even willing to give up the Bible and God. Why would a
good God send his people for a land that belongs to another people? Is this another example of people using religion to justify violence and conquest? My god tells me to take away your land, so here I am coming! If Jesus says to love his enemies, why does God declare war on them in the Old Testament? From
Abraham to Moses: The Earth Promised by the Bible tells a single story, and like all stories, you can't just jump into the middle. Conquest has context, and this context leads us to the heart of biblical history. On the first page of the Bible, God will create heaven and earth and proclaim his creation as good. However, a few
pages later humanity rebelled and sought to define good and evil for itself. Rebellion builds quickly, and humanity, created to spread God's peace and prosperity across the earth, spreads disaster instead. In Genesis 12, God chose one man, Abraham, and promised that through him and his family all the nations of the
earth would be blessed. Then God told Abraham that his descendants would inherit the land that was then inhabited by the Canoeists, so that, as a group of one people, Yahweh would be their God, and they would be his people. From Moses to the Book of Joshua: Conquest begins after the exodus from Egypt, Moses
handed over his leadership of the Israelites to Joshua. The work of Joshua was to guide people across the Jordan River to Kanan and take the land that God had promised to Abraham. After all, the plan was that Abraham's descendants would be a blessing to the world (Genesis 12:1-3). God called them the kingdom of
priests, and this land was to be the place where their royal priesthood would begin (Exodus 19:4-6). The only problem was that the land was full of other people who did not want to leave. Here the book confuses many people. How the killing of The Kanans fits into Israel's appeal to be a kingdom of priests and a blessing
to all nations? Isn't the beginning of war the opposite of the blessing of nations? Why would God command his kingdom of priests to start the invasion? Before we land on the answers to these questions, we need to take a deeper look at the culture and characters in the game here. Who were the Kanans, really? Of
course, not all Kananians were evil, but when you learn more about the corrupt practices of their culture, it's hard not to cast them as bad guys. The Bible paints a rather bleak picture of Canaanite practice. Leviticus and Deuteronomy contain detailed and sinister lists, including: worship of demonic idols, taboo sex acts,
and even the sacrifice of children of the Canaanite gods. God makes it clear to the Israelites that it is not because of your righteousness or your integrity that you are going to take possession of their land; but because of the wickedness of these peoples.... (Deuteronomy 9:5). Israel's mission is clear: they should not have
been influenced by the wicked practices of the Kanacans and the cultural systems that contributed to and endorsed them. Motivation for conquest Given this mission, let's talk about the erroneous idea that Joshua and the Israelites were motivated by the act of killing the people of the group. Conquest was more about
ending religious and cultural customs of canaanites than ending their lives. The problem was not people, but idolatry. In The Lost World of Israeli Conquest, John Walton suggests that the meaning of the Israeli invasion was more to dismantle the community of which the Kanans were a part than to end their lives. This
can be compared to what the Allies intended to do during World War II. They were on a mission to end the Nazi regime, but that doesn't mean they had to kill every German. The battles of Joshua's book were not just one ancient tribe using violence to oust another, and then using God to write down their own territorial
agenda. Rather, they were part of God's plan to cleanse the earth of evil practices and to push back the dark spiritual forces that enslaved the people of Kanan. So that's why conquests, but what about how? It turns out there's a lot more going on with these battle stories than most modern readers expect. What do we
need to know about these battles? Military outposts, not cities If we imagine Jericho (Israel's first battle in Kanean) as a sprawling ancient city full of schools, businesses and houses, it causes a certain natural reaction in us. But as Joshua Ryan Butler explains in his book Skeletons in God's Closet, that may not be the
best way to imagine what's going on. The cities that Israel is dislocating are military strongholds, not civilian settlements... So when Israel completely destroys like Jericho or Ai, we must imagine a military fort that was taken over, not a civil massacre. God is tearing down the Great Wall of China, not destroying Beijing.
Israel chooses the Pentagon, not New York. Not everything was fair game Saying everything is fair in love and war does not apply to the conquest of Canaan. The limited God of conquest has set firm boundaries on the scale of conquest, and some of the tribes in the region were not to suffer at all (Deuteronomy 2). God
also set the boundary of time for conquest (Deuteronomy 7:22). It wasn't an instant capture-conquest that took a long time. God told them that he would be outing people slowly over time. In addition, a peace proposal has always been available, but most Kanacans do not take advantage of it. In this passage, God
instructs Israel to offer the conditions of peace to its enemies before the battle. Joshua's book does not contain detailed records of the proposals of peace, but Joshua 11:19 indicates that the offer was made and consistently denied. There was not a single city that made peace with the people of Israel, except the Khivits,
the inhabitants of Gibbeon. Driving without destroying much of the language of conquest raises this language to the expulsion and the dispossessed (Exodus 23:27-30, Deuteronomy 9:1), which is a different focus than murder and conquest. It is the language of exile, not destruction. Conquest was not a massacre, but
the dismantling of the dark cultural regime. In fact, only three fortresses were completely destroyed: Jericho, AI and Hazar (Jesus Navin 6:24, 8:28, 11:13). Many Kagans were most often saved, even if the city or district had to be accepted, its inhabitants should not have been destroyed. For example, there were cities
that the Israelis conquered, where we were told that no Canadian survived (Hebron and Debir in Joshua 10:36-39). But just a few chapters later, when other Israelites go to these cities, there are still Canaanite people living there (Jesus Navin 15:13-15). Perhaps some of you are scratching your head after reading that
last moment. After all, no text to say over and over again that Israel's enemies were completely destroyed. What does it give? The Three Conventions of the Ancient Battle of conquest accounts use the extreme language of battle to describe what Israel is doing in Canaan. Readers are often faced with phrases such as:
nothing is left alive that breathes, completely destroyed, and left no survivors. Bright language makes it seem like God is telling them to do goes far beyond what we might think of as normal wars. However, just because the text says these things doesn't mean they should be taken literally. Remember that these books
were not written in modern style of history. Often the key to understanding them lies in understanding the context from which they came. How then can you understand this bright fighting language? We would like to suggest three things that are happening here: idioms, exaggeration and rhetoric. 1. The Battle of the
Ancient Cultures Idiom was a literary idioms, or figurative language that says one thing but means another, just as we do. When someone tells you it's raining cats and dogs on the street, they don't mean that animals are falling from the sky. They just mean it's raining heavily. With idioms, taking words literally means
wrong to read them. As an example of an ancient battle idiom, consider this: 2 kings tells the story of the Assyrian invasion of Israel, which was turned back after a miraculous defeat during the siege of Jerusalem. Archaeology has shown that the Assyrian king went home and told another story that he shut up like a bird
in a cage. In fact, it was an ancient public relations office in the form of a famous idiom for the siege. Similarly, Joshua uses such idioms when writing his war stories. 2. Conventions of exaggeration As modern humans, we expect a level of journalistic accuracy when it comes to historical accounts, but ancient cultures
had a different understanding of things. In ancient combat narratives, the exploits of the main characters are often inflated for literary effect. For example, on one Egyptian plaque, Pharaoh Merneptah boasted of his military exploits with the line: Israel is laid in waste, and its seed is not (No.1200 BC). However, as we
know, Egypt has never been destroyed by Israel. Language was hyperbolic trash talk. Joshua's book observes the same conventions of exaggeration when it describes the scope and intensity of conquest. 3. Rhetorical bravado rhetoric often uses figurative language and conforms to the conventions of literary tradition. In
this case, the conventions of ancient military narratives are observed. The rhetoric must be persuasive; he has an agenda and a story to tell. As Paul Copan explains in his book Is God a Moral Monster?, Jesus Navin used the rhetorical language of the bravado of his time, claiming that the whole earth was captured, all
the kings had won, and all the Canans had been destroyed. The point of all this rhetoric was to assert God's total superiority over the Canaanite idols. However, Joshua did not believe that all Canadians were destroyed (as is clear if you read the entire book). The search for Jesus in conquest While conquest remains a
difficult section of Scripture for many reasons, we hope that a clearer picture of the context and scope of conquest helps alleviate some of the tensions we all feel when reading these passages. However, the point of reading the Bible is not to look for ways to square it with modern ethics or even answer everything
Questions. The story of the Bible is God's mission to restore His recalcitrant creation and return all humanity to itself through Jesus. Each part of the story points to this great narrative arc of redemption, even the conquest of Kanan. Prince of Peace If hostile, tribal, violent advertising conquests were the best
understanding we have of God's character, we expect even more of the same when, centuries later, that God took on the flesh and came to earth. We expect to see a warlord who will come to fix everything with the help of power and blood. Although Jesus has come to fix everything with blood, he is as far from a
vengeful warlord as possible. Jesus was born into a poor family and oppressed by the Roman Empire, and he knew what it meant to be marginalized and out angry. In his ministry, he rejected violence as a means of establishing his Kingdom (Matthew 26:51-56). He crossed tribal, ethnic and cultural boundaries in his
proposal of love and grace, even to a Canaanite woman (Matthew 15:22). The Prince of Peace suffered a violent death at the hands of cruel men and revealed the true heart of God when, although he had the right to use violence to defend himself, he suffered on behalf of the very people who killed him. In Christ, God
himself suffered from violence so that violence could be stopped forever. Joshua and Jesus, like Jesus Jesus, came to banish evil from their creation. But unlike Joshua, Jesus' weapon was wisdom, love, and sacrifice. In Joshua's book, God triumphed in Kanana despite the death and violence of the battle. In Jesus, God
triumphed over the very death of the violence he had experienced. Joshua bought the victory at the expense of his enemy's blood, but Jesus bought victory for his enemies by shedding his own blood. Conquest is not a testament to the strange gap between the Old Testament (and its angry God) and the New Testament.
Rather, Joshua points to Jesus, the true conqueror who declares an alternative kingdom amidst the ruling forces of evil. He is a king whose rule opens the eternal kingdom of the world to all creation more fully than the battle of Joshua against evil ever could. For more food for thought, check out our previous blog about
conquest. Andy Patton is a fellow at L'Abri Fellowship in England and is a co-editor of the Three Things Newsletter. He has an MBA degree in theology from the Trinity Evangelical School of Theology, and if there was such a thing as a card bible nerd, he would have held one of them too. Sources conquest of canaan
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